Employing well of a century
of expertise, Voith Siemens
Hydro Power Generation supplies the optimum hydraulic
turbines, auxiliary equipment
and installation services to
meet your needs.

Voith Siemens Hydro Power
Generation has engineered highflow, low-head micro turbines.
These high-performance hydraulic
turbines provide the same high
quality and reliable operation of
larger turbines. Their serial arrangement allows for the units to be
applied at sites with the head higher
than that of the units’ actual application range. The units may also be
applied at sites with a variable flow
rate due to adjustable runner
blades.

Variable speed hydraulic turbines
for variable flow operation
Examples of application

To open channels
- Irrigation canal
- River

To sustainable discharge
- Dam
- Weir

Hydro power resources can be
harnessed from more than natural
bodies of water and developed
reservoirs: factories, waterworks,
sewage treatment plants and irrigation
canals also hold an enormous
potential. Non-utilized head as a
byproduct of line operation can
be employed very effectively for
on-site power generation.

Research and Development
The reliability and performance of
our micro tubular turbines have been
carefully developed and tested at
our world-class hydraulic laboratory.

Example of serial arrangement
with two units.

To water tank
- Sewage
- Factory utility

To mid-point of piping
- Waterworks
- Industrial water

Features
 Use of tubular hydraulic turbine
designed for high flows.

 Broad applicability including
water supply, sewage systems,
irrigation canals and rivers.

 Three standard sizes.

 High heads can be handled
through a serial arrangement.

 High efficiency is ensured over
a wide operation range.

 Easy maintenance due to simplified
structure.

Application range

Water intake through siphon

With this installation method, the
water intake can be simplified and
gates are eliminated. U-pipe connection to discharge channel pipe.
This connection does not require
a tailrace (patent pending).

Hydraulic turbine and generator

Structural outline

 With variable flows, a motordriven adjustable-runner vane
adjusts the blade angle to
maximize energy production.

 The centerline of the hydraulic
turbine can be set higher than
the discharge, thus reducing
civil costs.

 Torque is transmitted to the
generator with a highly efficient
timing belt.

 The flexible tube makes installation
easy.

Movable design of runner vane

Adjustable runner blades

Adjustable runner system

Variable flow is easily accommodated with the adjustable runner.
Micro tubular turbines use an
adjustable runner blade system to
regulate flow, whereas conventional
small-capacity hydraulic turbines
use adjustable wicket gates.
However, the latter causes various
problems such as limited flow regulation, a sudden fall in hydraulic
turbine efficiency and vibration.

 The unit automatically adjusts
to operate at optimum efficiency.

 Oil leakage is eliminated because
an electric motor drives the runner
blade mechanism.

 The runner blade mechanism is
contained inside the runner hub,
requiring no extra space.

Control unit

Space-saving control
equipment
Equipment is compact with a
single panel. The micro tubular
turbine/generator control and
protection equipment is designed
to save space.

Connectivity to the power grid
Addition of optional functions enable
connection to the power grid

Optional equipment for site
specific applications


Provision for outdoor installations:
When installing the power generation
equipment outdoors, the
control equipment can select the
outdoor specification.



Remote operations:
The status of the power generation
equipment can be remotely
monitored.
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Maintenance/replacement parts
Name

Replacement interval

Timing belt Timing belt
Pulley
Bearing
Water sealing unit

Every six month*
Every five years
Every five years
Every five years

* The replacement interval of Timing
belt depends mainly on the operating
condition of the unit.

